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       I believe the world is as we choose to view it. Simple as that. Our
happiness is, in the end, up to us, and to no one else. 
~Susan Fletcher

We all have our demons to deal with, Little Pigeon. It's when we cherish
them - cradle them to our breasts and feed them, day after day-that's
when they curdle our souls. 
~Susan Fletcher

Imagine it. Use all your strength and imagine it exactly. And it will
happen that way. 
~Susan Fletcher

People take what they need from the stories they hear. The tale is often
wiser than the teller. 
~Susan Fletcher

The tale is often wiser than the teller. 
~Susan Fletcher

Sometimes we have so much to say, we cannot say it. Sometimes it's
best we do not say goodbyes. 
~Susan Fletcher

There are moments. You will know them. 
~Susan Fletcher

But maybe the best thing I learnt was this: that we cannot know a
person's soul and nature until we've sat beside them, and talked. 
~Susan Fletcher

Perfection is a moving target 
~Susan Fletcher
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What if...? A question we ask to hurt ourselves. 
~Susan Fletcher
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